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Date: _________________________________________________

I. Listen to the monologue and mark () the image that best illustrate it.

A



B



C

Monologue 2

Date: _________________________________________________

I. Listen to the monologue and mark () the image that best illustrate it.



A



B



C



II. Listen again and put the extracts in order (1-7).

II. Listen again and put the extracts in order (1-7).

a) _____ I want to be normal again!

a) _____ I want to be normal again!

b) _____ I am tired of my cat-like mutant powers.

b) _____ I am tired of my cat-like mutant powers.

c) _____ Please, stop a tick… grrr…uh… huh… shh… and I am sick of all the hair balls.

c) _____ Please, stop a tick… grrr…uh… huh… shh… and I am sick of all the hair balls.

d) _____ You’ve any idea how annoying it is to be a cat?

d) _____ You’ve any idea how annoying it is to be a cat?

e) _____ I want to go to swimming again, and I exhausted from all those naps.

e) _____ I want to go to swimming again, and I exhausted from all those naps.

f) _____ Please, you can have my powers, please just take them.

f) _____ Please, you can have my powers, please just take them.

g) _____ Look, I want to go the beach without having the urge to go the bathroom.

g) _____ Look, I want to go the beach without having the urge to go the bathroom.

III. Listen again and circle the correct answer.

III. Listen again and circle the correct answer.

1. Type of monologue:

a) dramatic

b) interior

c) comedic

1. Type of monologue:

a) dramatic

b) interior

c) comedic

2. Mood:

a) angry

b) funny

c) ironic

2. Mood:

a) angry

b) funny

c) ironic

3. Emotion:

a) joy

b) disgust

c) sadness

3. Emotion:

a) joy

b) disgust

c) sadness

4. Voice:

a) soft

b) loud

4. Voice:

a) soft

b) loud

5. Tone of the voice:

a) serious

b) passionate

5. Tone of the voice:

a) serious

b) passionate
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c) funny
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c) funny

